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Recently there has been great interest in photoplethysmogram signal processing. However, its minimally necessary sampling frequency for 

accurate heart rate variability parameters is ambiguous. In the present paper frequency-modulated 1.067 Hz cosine wave modelled the 

variable PPG in silico. The five-minute-long, 1 ms resolution master-signals were decimated (D) at 2-500 ms, then cubic spline interpolated 

(I) back to 1 ms resolution. The mean pulse rate, standard deviation, root mean square of successive pulse rate differences (RMSSD), and 

spectral components were computed by Varian 2.3 and compared to the master-series via relative accuracy error. Also Poincaré-plot 

morphology was assessed. Mean pulse rate is accurate down to 303 ms (D) and 400 ms (I). In low-variability series standard deviation 

required at least 5 ms (D) and 100 ms (I). RMSSD needed 10 ms (D), and 303 ms (I) in normal, whereas 2 ms (D) and 100 ms (I) in low-

variability series. In the frequency domain 5 ms (D) and 100 ms (I) are required. 2 ms (D) and 100 ms (I) preserved the Poincaré-plot 

morphology. The minimal sampling frequency of PPG for accurate HRV analysis is higher than expected from the signal bandwidth and 

sampling theorem. Interpolation improves accuracy. The ratio of sampling error and expected variability should be considered besides the 

inherent sensitivity of the given parameter, the interpolation technique, and the pulse rate detection method. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Due to health professional and public expectations, 

wearable technology is being integrated into our everyday life 

facilitated by the rapid advances in smart devices, material 

sciences, sensor technology, and wireless communication 

[1]-[3]. The potential target populations are patients with 

chronic diseases, the elderly, professional sportsmen, high-

risk personnel (soldier, policeman, fireman, etc.), and the 

general population during activities promoting good health. 

Since the beginning [4]-[6] these monitoring devices have 

gone through a fast evolution resulting in smaller, more 

intelligent, and more reliable gadgets, mostly commercially 

available by mass producers like the Polar watch [7]-[9], and 

a myriad of other newer wrist-worn devices [10]-[12]. 

The challenges coming with acquiring an ECG signal 

during activity (uncomfortable chest belt, separate ECG 

transmitter or long patient cables, assuring good galvanic 

contact or using capacitive electrodes with their own 

drawbacks) turned the interest towards optoelectronic or else 

photoplethysmographic (PPG)  sensors. PPG signal can be as  

reliable  as  ECG for heart rate measurement and heart rate 

variability (HRV) analysis [13], [14]. Complete PPG chips, 

including   integrated   analogue   front-end,    AD-converter, 

controller unit and serial communication module with or 

without incorporated LEDs and photosensor, are readily 

available on the market. These chips – thanks to their 

miniaturization, low power consumption and reliability – are 

embedded into the above mentioned wearables. Acquiring 

PPG signal on the wrist by a smartwatch avoids the use of a 

chest trap and a separate ECG transmitter unit. However, PPG 

registration also has its own technical problems [9], [11], 

[14]. 

Recently, instantaneous pulse rate [15] and HRV [16] were 

extracted accurately with special software from the PPG 

signal acquired by touching the smartphone’s camera and 

flash with a fingertip. On the contrary, Bouts et al. [9] found 

iOS-based heart rate apps inferior to standard ECG or Polar 

heart rate monitor during exercise. Furthermore, a 

commercial webcam with appropriate software can be 

capable of extracting the PPG signal and pulse rate from the 

face of a person without skin contact [17], [18]; the 

dynamically spreading method is called “remote PPG” and 

can be used in real time or in recorded videos as well.  

HRV analysis captures the delicate beat-to-beat heart rate 

fluctuations; hence the accurate instantaneous heart rate 

detection is crucial. Digitization results in a sampling error 

via transforming the continuous analogue signal into an 
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impulse train with certain temporal resolution [19]. This error 

can be comparable in magnitude to the physiological jitter of 

the heart rate interval causing invalid measures. So the ratio 

of intrinsic variability and the sampling error could not be 

ignored during time domain [20], frequency domain [21], or 

non-linear [22] analysis. However, Ziemssen et al. [23] 

established just a minor difference in 100 Hz or 200 Hz 

versus the 500 Hz sampling during spectral analysis. Singh et 

al. [22] found significant error of sample entropy calculation 

at 125 or 250 Hz compared to 2000 Hz sampling frequency 

which was influenced by the length of the record as well. 

Some decades ago HRV analysis was mostly based on Holter 

monitors which were available at that time only with low 

sampling frequency (100-250 Hz). This stimulated the 

investigation of different interpolation techniques in order to 

improve the temporal resolution of the ECG and thus the 

accuracy of HRV estimates [24]. 

Nowadays 1000 Hz or higher sampling rate is easily 

available for analytical instrumentation; however, the lowest 

possible sampling frequency of biological signals came to the 

front again in the era of smart devices and wearables in order 

to minimize power consumption, memory needs and 

transmission bandwidth. Thus, interpolation methods – 

considering computational needs and also power 

consumption – are investigated again for accurate HRV 

analysis. Baek et al. [25] found as low as 20 Hz sampling of 

the PPG signal sufficient to “assess trends” in HRV after 

interpolation; however, the reference values cannot be 

reproduced exactly. Mahdiani et al. [26] demonstrated 

accurate time domain parameters with cubic interpolation 

down to 50 Hz resampling of the original 5 kHz-sampled 

ECG. Choi and Shin [27] demonstrated particularly low 

sampling frequency of 25 Hz without interpolation for PPG 

signal acquisition. 

The minimal adequate sampling for pulse rate calculation 

and especially for HRV analysis is still indecisive because of 

its multifactorial nature: it may depend on the intrinsic 

variability of the proband (healthy or with reduced variability 

[20]), the possible interpolation method (if any), other 

preprocessing of the signal (digital filtering, smoothing, 

derivation), the pulse rate detection method (curve fitting 

methods act like interpolation, but not so the single-point 

based methods, e.g., threshold techniques), and also the 

analyzed HRV parameters can show different inherent 

sensitivity to the sampling error (e.g., mean heart rate versus 

RMSSD). Present paper aims to find the minimally sufficient 

sampling frequency of the PPG signal for the time domain, 

frequency domain, and visual Poincaré-plot analysis without 

and with interpolation. 

 
2.  METHODS 

2.1.  Synthesis of photoplethysmograms, decimation and 

interpolation process 

In order to control the spectral parameters and avoid 

artefacts, the PPG signal was generated on a PC as a 

sinusoidally narrow-band frequency-modulated cosine wave 

imitating pulse waves with sinus arrhythmia in normal and 

seriously reduced variability series. The last feature was 

determined by the maximal frequency drift from the carrier 

frequency. 

The four records of five-minute long [28] PPG signals were 

modelled as a frequency modulated cosine wave with 1 ms 

temporal and 2001 points vertical resolution (codomain: 

0..2000 arbitrary units) in OriginPro 2017 software 

(OriginLab Corp., MA). The mean pulse rate interval (PPI) 

was chosen to be 937 ms equivalent to 1.067 Hz carrier 

frequency or 64.03 beat/minute in all four master PPGs (1). 

The sinusoidal modulation frequency (fmod) was 0.23 Hz 

mimicking the respiratory sinus arrhythmia at 13.8 

breath/minute or 4347.8 ms period time in two series (2-3) 

and 0.11 Hz in the other two series (4-5) simulating the low 

frequency band HRV (9090.9 ms period time). Above integer 

base values are prime numbers in order to minimize 

synchronization within the signal. The maximum frequency 

deviation (fdev) was set to 0.05 Hz in one pair (2, 4) and 

0.01 Hz in the other pair (3, 5) of series imitating normal and 

seriously reduced variability signals, respectively. The 

synthesized master PPG record with 1 ms resolution was 

decimated at 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 303, 350, 400, and 

500 ms and then each of them was cubic spline interpolated 

back to 1 ms resolution in OriginPro. Fig.1. shows the Fourier 

analysis of the master signal with 0.05 Hz frequency 

deviation and the location of the higher decimation values 

elucidating the reason of their particular choice. 
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2.2.  Pulse rate variability analysis of the series and its 

evaluation 

PPIs were determined by simple positive peak detection 

assured by OriginPro; we did not use more complex detection 

algorithms like Peng and his colleagues [16] or Elgendi [29] 

considering the deterministic sinusoid-modulated cosine 

waveform in our investigation. Derivation that is a basic step 

in these more complex detection algorithms could result in 

another sinusoid wave just with a phase shift. The exported 

“tachograms” were the input of Varian 2.3 developed by the 

last author (LH) to perform HRV analysis from the master 

PPG signal, the decimated and the interpolated series. Table 

1 displays the time and frequency domain parameters of the 

four master PPG signals.  

Relative accuracy error (RAE) of the mean PPI (MPPI), its 

standard deviation (SDNN), and root mean square of 

successive PPI-differences (RMSSD) were calculated in the 

time domain; high (HF: 0.15-0.40 Hz) – and low (LF: 0.01-

0.15 Hz) – frequency integral in normalized units (NU) and 

LF/HF ratio were computed by fast Fourier transformation 

(FFT) in the frequency domain. 
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Fig.1.  The spectral analysis of the sinusoidal frequency modulated 

signal (carrier: 1.067 Hz, modulation at 0.23 Hz, span 0.05 Hz) 

illuminating the selection of certain higher values of decimation: 

cutting just below the carrier frequency (500 ms decimation 

corresponding to 2 Hz sampling and <1 Hz bandwidth), first side 

band (400 ms: <1.25 Hz bandwidth), second side band (350 ms: 

<1.429 Hz), and just above the second side band (303 ms: 

<1.650 Hz) considering the Nyquist-Shannon theorem with >2 x 

sampling frequency of the highest frequency component. 

 
Also Poincaré-plots were created for visual comparison in 

the non-linear field, since it is a simple yet spectacular 

method, which sensitively detects outliers like, e.g., non-

sinus beats in the ECG. In the entire study RAE<5 % was 

considered acceptable as common in biomedical sciences. 

 
Table 1.  Time- and frequency domain parameters of the four 

master PPG signals.  

 

fmod / 

span 

0.23 Hz / 

0.05 Hz 

0.23 Hz / 

0.01 Hz 

0.11 Hz / 

0.05 Hz 

0.11 Hz/ 

0.01 Hz 

n 319 319 319 319 

Max (ms) 980 946 982 946 

Min (ms) 897 929 895 928 

MPPI (ms) 937.138 937.028 937.151 937.031 

SDNN (ms) 28.784 5.805 30.513 6.115 

RMSSD (ms) 36.126 7.295 19.531 3.958 

LF (NU) 0.027 0.056 99.461 98.725 

HF (NU) 99.973 99.944 0.539 1.275 

LF/HF 0.000 0.001 184.376 77.427 
 

Legend: The number (n) of detected peak-to-peak intervals (PPI), 

maximum (Max) and minimum (Min) PPI, mean PPI (MPPI), the 

standard deviation of PPIs (SDNN), the root mean square of the 

successive PPI differences (RMSSD) all in ms, HFNU – high 

frequency integral (0.15-0.4 Hz) in normalized units, LFNU – low 

frequency integral (0.01-0.15 Hz) in normalized units, LF/HF – the 

ratio of LF and HF. 

3.  RESULTS 

3.1.  Time domain analysis of the decimated and the 

interpolated signals 

The results of the time domain analysis of the 0.23 Hz 

(respiratory arrhythmia) modulated signals at different 

sampling rates and consequent interpolation can be seen in 

Table 2. The peak-detection found all the 319 PPIs down to 

200 ms sampling rate (5 Hz) after decimation, and 400 ms 

sampling rate (2.50 Hz) after interpolation in the “normal 

variability” series. The MPPI were within 5 % RAE down to 

303 ms (3.30 Hz) in the decimated runs, whereas down to 

400 ms (2.50 Hz) sampling when interpolated back to 1 ms 

resolution. The SDNN required at least 20 ms (50 Hz) 

sampling to remain within 5 % error with no interpolation, 

which was improved down to 303 ms after interpolation. The 

RMSSD was more sensitive to the low sampling rate: without 

interpolation, 100 Hz was necessary to maintain the accuracy 

error below 5 %, whereas with interpolation 3.30 Hz was 

sufficient for that. 

In the low variability series even at 303 ms all the peaks 

were found with no interpolation, however, interpolation 

improved peak detection (n=319) down to 400 ms. The MPPI 

is extremely resistant even without interpolation repeating the 

sampling interval values seen at the normal variability series. 

The SDNN showed worse reproducibility at the reduced 

variability signals compared to the normal ones: at least 

200 Hz sampling frequency was necessary with no 

interpolation versus the 5 Hz, while it was 10 Hz versus 

3.3 Hz with interpolation. The beat-to-beat variability 

parameter RMSSD was even more sensitive to the 

decimation: without interpolation 500 Hz was required for 

<5 % error. Interpolation improved it to 10 Hz; however, at 

2 ms and 10 ms sampling the RAE was above 6.5 % probably 

due to certain rounding error or synchronization during the 

interpolation process resulting in an additional artificial 

variability (see later in 3.3. and in the discussion). 

In the 0.11 Hz modulated series (Table 3.) with normal 

(0.05 Hz) span similar results were given like at 0.23 Hz 

modulation series, however, the RMSSD with or without 

interpolation showed greater sensitivity to the sampling as a 

consequence of the relatively lower beat-to-beat variability 

because of the lower modulation frequency at 0.11 Hz. In the 

low-span (0.01 Hz) group at 0.11 Hz the SDNN needs similar 

sampling interval to the one at normal variability series, 

whilst the RMSSD could not be reproduced within <5 % 

accuracy even at 500 Hz sampling frequency due to the very 

small beat-to-beat variability. Interpolation at 20, 50, and 

100 ms restored the accuracy of RMSSD, interestingly it 

failed at 2, 5, and 10 ms decimation (see later in 3.3. and in 

the discussion). 

 

3.2.  Frequency domain analysis of the decimated and the 

interpolated signals 

The 0.23 Hz modulated signal contains exclusively HF 

band after removing the DC component (the mean) on 

spectral analysis by Varian, whereas the 0.11 Hz modulated 

series includes just the LF band. 
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Table 2.  Relative accuracy error in the time domain analysis of decimated (D) and interpolated (I) series with 0.05 Hz and 0.01 Hz 

deviation at 0.23 Hz modulation in regards to the sampling interval (SI). 

 

PPI=937 ms, fmod=0.23 Hz, span=0.05 Hz 

SI (ms) n (D) n (I) MPPI (D) MPPI (I) SDNN(D) SDNN(I) RMSSD(D) RMSSD(I) 

1 319  937.138  28.784  36.126  

2 319 319 0.000 0.000 0.216 0.905 0.240 1.068 

5 319 319 -0.001 0.000 0.394 -0.068 0.617 0.027 

10 319 319 -0.002 0.000 1.782 -0.113 2.674 -0.040 

20 319 319 0.004 0.000 2.547 -0.278 5.097 -0.261 

50 319 319 0.001 0.000 22.799 -0.141 38.188 -0.154 

100 319 319 0.018 0.000 68.278 -0.115 111.133 -0.117 

200 319 319 0.018 0.001 222.842 0.505 339.051 1.677 

303 309 319 2.857 -0.004 474.853 1.324 477.467 0.321 

350 215 319 47.480 0.025 1117.190 76.730 1667.197 128.039 

400 108 319 192.459 0.064 1306.629 199.513 1896.832 308.958 

500 39 278 692.101 14.652 1568.923 242.980 2053.554 254.478 

PPI=937 ms, fmod=0.23 Hz, span=0.01 Hz 

SI (ms) n (D) n (I) MPPI (D) MPPI (I) SDNN(D) SDNN(I) RMSSD(D) RMSSD(I) 

1 319  937.028  5.805  7.295  

2 319 319 0.000 0.000 0.753 4.482 1.560 6.591 

5 319 319 -0.001 -0.001 3.459 1.492 6.789 2.702 

10 319 319 -0.001 -0.001 20.151 3.729 34.246 6.545 

20 319 319 0.003 0.000 72.881 -0.060 119.581 0.710 

50 319 319 0.013 0.000 276.986 -0.589 392.199 -0.439 

100 319 319 -0.004 0.000 732.938 -1.051 1078.373 -0.762 

200 319 319 0.029 0.002 1500.760 24.871 2074.173 42.362 

303 319 319 -0.052 -0.005 1402.846 63.023 1673.805 16.541 

350 215 319 47.497 0.033 5935.232 637.797 9268.478 888.501 

400 108 319 192.493 0.199 3525.885 1353.457 4140.538 1918.071 

500 39 278 694.930 14.670 3749.237 1524.950 4347.346 1562.977 

Legend: At the 1 ms SI the master PPGs’ parameters are given in ms. The number (n) of detected peak-to-peak intervals (PPI), the mean 

PPI (MPPI), the standard deviation of PPIs (SDNN), the root mean square of the successive PPI differences (RMSSD). Totally n=319+1 

peaks were generated resulting in 320*937 ms=299.840 s record length as required in standard short-term heart rate variability analysis. 

Highlighted with bald italics when RAE>5 %. 

 

Accordingly, at the 0.23 Hz modulated series the LF 

component is negligible, that is why decimating even at 2 ms 

results in extremely high accuracy error (>7.407, that is over 

700 %), which cannot be reconstructed by cubic spline 

interpolation. Interestingly, by interpolation of 20 ms and 

50 ms decimated series, the RAE improved to 0.000 % at 

0.05 Hz span, and also in the 0.01 Hz span series at these 

sampling intervals the RAE was smaller. The reason for this 

artefact must be rounding error, probably due to the 20 Hz * 

50 Hz = 1000 Hz original sampling rate but not the 

synchronization of the 937 ms PPI. LF results are repeated 

also in LF/HF ratio. The entire variability of this signal is in 

the HF range, therefore this band in this series is more 

resistant to low sampling, resulting in RAE<5 % even at 

100 ms sampling without interpolation and down to 400 ms 

with interpolation. When the modulation frequency is 

0.11 Hz falling into the LF band of variability, LF and HF 

parameters flip in magnitude compared to the 0.23 Hz 

modulation series, including the negligible accuracy error of 

LF at 20-50-100 ms. The LFNU is correct within 5 % RAE 

with no interpolation down to 20 ms, while with interpolation 

it increases up to 200 ms at normal variability, however, with 

reduced variability these intervals are 5 ms and 100 ms, 

respectively. The HF band is more sensitive to the low 

sampling rates than the LF band in the relevant modulation 

series. 
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Table 3.  Relative accuracy error in the time domain analysis of decimated (D) and interpolated (I) series with 0.05 Hz and 0.01 Hz 

deviation at 0.11 Hz modulation in regards to the sampling interval (SI). 

PPI=937 ms, fmod=0.11 Hz, span=0.05 Hz 

SI (ms) n (D) n (I) MPPI (D) MPPI (I) SDNN(D) SDNN(I) RMSSD(D) RMSSD(I) 

1 319  937.151  30.513  19.531  

2 319 319 0.000 0.000 0.057 0.042 0.203 0.722 

5 319 319 0.000 -0.001 0.182 0.019 1.787 0.744 

10 319 319 0.000 0.000 1.280 -0.031 6.392 0.881 

20 319 319 0.003 0.000 2.828 0.048 20.456 0.184 

50 319 319 0.000 0.000 20.134 0.050 106.051 0.095 

100 319 319 0.016 0.000 60.856 0.069 256.313 0.112 

200 319 319 0.016 0.002 204.548 0.831 708.041 8.384 

303 315 319 0.999 -0.004 288.942 3.920 797.133 14.576 

350 215 319 47.478 0.027 1048.216 73.399 2910.676 308.169 

400 108 319 190.874 0.198 1746.509 185.847 4717.408 638.952 

500 39 278 694.826 14.646 3085.313 221.240 7188.497 527.204 

PPI=937 ms, fmod=0.11 Hz, span=0.01 Hz 

SI (ms) n (D) n (I) MPPI (D) MPPI (I) SDNN(D) SDNN(I) RMSSD(D) RMSSD(I) 

1 319  937.031  6.115  3.958  

2 319 319 0.000 0.000 0.792 2.108 5.804 13.078 

5 319 319 -0.001 0.000 4.648 0.999 30.634 8.770 

10 319 319 -0.001 0.000 18.410 2.425 99.378 20.120 

20 319 319 0.002 0.000 66.168 0.661 278.081 4.275 

50 319 319 0.012 0.000 257.905 0.301 807.267 1.008 

100 319 319 -0.004 0.000 690.778 0.486 2072.087 2.302 

200 319 319 0.029 0.002 1419.736 24.526 3907.638 118.384 

303 319 319 -0.052 -0.004 1326.778 58.386 3169.641 58.130 

350 215 319 47.497 0.017 5629.755 600.88 16955.91 1716.01 

400 108 319 191.701 85.588 4326.811 12140.49 11125.67 25549.08 

500 39 278 692.191 14.669 5693.717 1440.34 12861.80 2950.69 

 

Legend: At the 1 ms SI the master PPGs’ parameters are given in ms. The number (n) of detected peak-to-peak intervals (PPI), the mean 

PPI (MPPI), the standard deviation of PPIs (SDNN), the root mean square of the successive PPI differences (RMSSD). Highlighted with 

bald italics when RAE>5 %. 
 

3.3.  Poincaré-plot visual analysis of the decimated and the 

interpolated signals 

Fig.2. shows the Poincaré-plots of the tachograms of the 

original, decimated and interpolated PPG signals. In the first 

and third column the effects of decimation clearly show the 

dispersion and the coarse-grained structure of the cloud 

inversely proportional to the temporal resolution of the given 

PPG signal. Without interpolation 2 ms decimation is visually 

acceptable regarding the shape of the cloud. The scale of the 

plot (990 ms) changed from the 50 ms-decimated plots due to 

the 1000 ms maxima. Above 303 ms resolution (3.3 Hz) there 

is a jump in the scale because of undetected peaks and 

consequent two or more times longer PPIs. 

SDNN and RMSSD both can be restored within 5 % error 

down to 303 ms in the 0.23 Hz modulated normal variability 

series; however, the fine structure of the Poincaré-cloud 

could be reconstructed just down to 100 ms. At 200-500 ms 

decimation and consecutive 1 ms interpolation the shape of 

the Poincaré-plot is significantly different in spite of good 

reproduction of time domain parameters at 200 ms and 

303 ms. Additionally, at 2-5-10 ms decimation and 

interpolation the dispersion of the Poincaré-cloud (here ring) 

is higher compared to the original or the 20-50-100 ms ones, 

which is reflected in the RAE of beat-to-beat RMSSD as 

well. This reflects less precise interpolation when fewer than 

10 points are inserted. 
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Fig.2.  Poincaré-plots at different decimation values and subsequent cubic spline interpolation compared to the original one (left upper corner 

with 1 ms resolution, carrier: 1.067 Hz, modulation at 0.23 Hz, span 0.05 Hz). The coarser texture of the cloud is clearly visible as the 

decimation interval increases (in the first and third columns from the left). Interpolation restores the “ring” up to 100 ms decimation; 

however, time domain parameters are reproduced within 5 % relative accuracy error up to 303 ms. In spite of this, at 200 ms and 303 ms the 

regular ring structure cannot be reconstructed by interpolation. Another interesting observation is that at 2-5-10 ms interpolation the ring is 

more dispersed compared to the original and the 20-50-100 ms interpolation (The plots are directly saved from Varian 2.3 with its own fixed 

resolution). 
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4.  DISCUSSION 

Above results demonstrate apparent evidence that the 

reliability of HRV parameters depends on the original 

variability of the signal, the sampling interval, the possible 

interpolation, and the investigated parameter as well. 

Inherently reduced variability needs a higher sampling rate 

since sampling error proportional to sampling interval is 

additive to natural variability. Interpolation can significantly 

improve the accuracy of HRV measures. Generally, time 

domain parameters are more resistant to low sampling 

frequency: mean > SDNN > RMSSD, in decreasing order. 

RMSSD is the most susceptible to the sampling error due to 

its beat-to-beat-weighted sensitivity, while the MPPI 

eliminates the sampling error (uniformly distributed random 

noise with a zero mean) by averaging. The frequency domain 

analysis could be interpreted with limitations since the 

0.23 Hz modulated series had no LF component while the 

other series had no HF component, which results in extremely 

high accuracy error in the missing band due to the ratio of its 

power approximating zero and the non-zero sampling error. 

These results can be clearly explained by the spectral analysis 

of the modulated signal (Fig.1.): cutting below the carrier 

frequency (equivalent to 937 ms) even the MPPI cannot be 

reconstructed by interpolation. Cutting between the carrier 

and the first right side band defined by the 400 ms 

decimation, the decimated mean is incorrect, however, after 

interpolation it is well below 1 % error (except at 0.11 Hz 

with 0.01 Hz deviation). In normal variability series keeping 

two sidebands (1.067 Hz + 0.23 Hz + 0.23 Hz = 1.527 Hz 

corresponding to 303 ms) can restore SDNN and RMSSD 

values within 5 % RAE. In the low variability series more 

sidebands are required to be preserved resulting in the 100 ms 

minimal sampling with consecutive interpolation.  

In the low-variability series at 2-5-10 ms decimation and 

interpolation the RAE of RMSSD is interestingly higher 

compared to the original or the 20-50-100 ms runs. It is also 

reflected in the dispersion of the Poincaré-“ring” at the given 

decimation and interpolation. It means there is an artefact of 

cubic spline interpolation in the nonlinear structure but not in 

time domain parameters, if less than 10 points are inserted. It 

calls attention to the potential failing of cubic spline 

interpolation. 

According to Baek et al. [25] PPG signal can be sampled at 

20 Hz in order to “assess trends” in time- and frequency 

domain as well as in non-linear parameters when the temporal 

resolution is enhanced by parabola approximation or cubic 

spline interpolation; nonetheless it should be mentioned that 

the “absolute HRV values were not exactly matched to the 

reference signal’s values” in the research. By Mahdiani et al. 

[26] down-sampling the ECG even to 50 Hz with subsequent 

cubic interpolation results in almost accurate time domain 

parameters compared to the original 5 kHz-sampled signals. 

Choi and Shin [27] allow extremely low sampling 

frequency of 25 Hz for PPG signal acquisition without 

interpolation and with a single-point peak detection algorithm 

based on their pooled statistical analysis. At the level of the 

individual their results can be questionable considering the 

±20 ms uniformly distributed random noise as sampling error 

belonging to 25 Hz sampling rate, which is added to each 

fiducial point (the peaks in this study), those defining the 

pulse rate interval. They pled their results by the sampling 

theorem and the dominantly <10 Hz frequency content of the 

power spectrum of the PPG signal. 

We would like to call attention to the discordance of the 

minimally necessary sampling frequency without 

interpolation demonstrated by our results and the theoretical 

Nyquist-frequency defined by the concrete signal bandwidth. 

The Shannon or Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is often 

referenced incorrectly (e.g., in [27]) regarding the useful 

bandwidth of biological signals and the minimally required 

sampling frequency that should be greater than two times the 

highest frequency component in the analogue signal in order 

to correctly reconstruct the original signal. This latter part in 

italics is often ignored: reproduction by a low-pass filter 

converts back the discrete series into continuous signal, 

namely “fills the spaces” or “interpolates” between the 

impulses. It is not stated in any adaptation of the theorem that 

the original and the sampled signals are equivalent. Claude E. 

Shannon, the father of information theory published his 

theoretical paper in 1948, before the era of digital computers 

and analogue-to-digital conversion [30]. He investigated the 

problem of best encoding of the information for transmission 

by chopping the signal to short segments [31]. Shannon 

discussed also the reconstruction with sync-functions 

referring to the Whittaker–Shannon interpolation formula 

from 1915. Today we are able to display and work directly 

with discrete signals in the digital domain; however, we 

disregard the sampling error or uncertainty of the discrete 

points representing the real-world continuous signal. The 

reconstruction filter in the hardware from Shannon’s era 

should be replaced today by interpolation methods on the 

software side. However, it will never be a real continuous 

signal inside a digital computer, just a series of impulse trains 

with sufficient temporal resolution optimized to the given 

task. The appropriately selected sampling frequency (usually 

well above the expected Nyquist frequency) can assure 

sufficient temporal resolution for further direct processing 

without interpolation. 

Based on the power spectrum of our modulated sinusoid 

wave (Fig.1.), one can estimate the minimally necessary 

signal bandwidth and sampling frequency specifically for the 

given proband population: e.g., for a professional sportsman 

with ∼200 beat/min pulse rate and ∼40 /min breathing rate the 

PPG bandwidth must be at least 1/0.3 s+3*1/1.5 s=5.33 Hz 

with preserving three sidebands, and consequently >10.66 Hz 

sampling frequency is needed with interpolation. 

The Poincaré-plot can be a useful tool for assessing the 

accurateness and precision of different interpolation or other 

signal processing methods. It is more sensitive to artefacts 

than time domain (standard statistical) parameters according 

to our observations. 

Study limitations: Some study limitations should be 

mentioned as well: we investigated a deterministic periodic 

signal with discrete spectrum versus the quasi-periodic, 

chaotic real PPG with continuous spectrum. The Nyquist-

Shannon sampling theorem does not specify any boundary 

condition of the given signal except its highest frequency 

component; therefore, our observations must apply to real 
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PPGs as well. Another difference is the asymmetric 

acceleration and deceleration of the real pulse rate opposing 

the symmetrical ascension and fall of our artificial PPG 

series. Cubic spline interpolation works ideally on symmetric 

curves like in our study, so in real PPGs also, e.g., parabola 

approximation should be tested [26]. Another limitation may 

be the single fixed 5-minute length of the synthesized records 

according to short-term HRV analysis standards [28]; 

however, also shorter periods can be applied occasionally, 

especially for mean pulse rate calculation. 

Novelties: 1: Present investigation confirmed that higher 

sampling rate is required for accurate HRV analysis than the 

Nyquist frequency. 2: Minimally necessary sampling 

frequency depends on the proband’s intrinsic variability, the 

interpolation, and the given parameter. 3: Based on the power 

spectrum of the present model, the minimal bandwidth and 

sampling rate can be calculated from the expected heart rate, 

breathing rate and variability. 4: Poincaré plot can detect 

delicate imprecision of digital signal processing. 

 

5.  CONCLUSION 

Current study defined the minimally necessary sampling 

frequency of computer simulated variable PPG signals with 

different variability and modulation frequencies in order to 

maintain accuracy within 5 % RAE of the parameters in the 

time and frequency domain, and to preserve the Poincaré-plot 

structure. The MPPI is extremely resistant to the low 

sampling frequency down to 3.30 Hz without interpolation, 

and down to 2.50 Hz with cubic spline interpolation. The 

SDNN requires 50 Hz sampling with normal variability, 

while it needs at least 200 Hz in the low-variability samples 

without interpolation. Interpolation improves the RAE of 

SDNN underneath 5 % down to 3.30 Hz in normal and 10 Hz 

in the reduced variability series. The RMSSD acts more 

sensitively: without interpolation 100 Hz in the normal, 

whereas 500 Hz in the reduced variability series is necessary. 

With interpolation, above numbers are 3.30 Hz and 10 Hz, 

respectively, regarding 0.23 Hz modulated signals. 

In the frequency domain analysis without interpolation 

200 Hz sampling frequency is recommended in order to get 

accurate values even in low-variability series, while with 

cubic spline interpolation 10 Hz can be sufficient with present 

boundaries. 

On the Poincaré-plot with no interpolation 2 ms, with 

interpolation 100 ms sampling interval was required to 

preserve visually the shape of the plot, however, at 200 ms 

and 303 ms the morphology was totally different with 

interpolation in spite of accurate time domain parameters. 

This Poincaré-plot method can also be a sensitive tool for the 

assessment of accurateness of different interpolation or other 

signal processing techniques. 

Above results obviously highlight that the necessary 

sampling frequency is well above the 2 x bandwidth (Nyquist 

frequency), especially in the low-variability series, calling 

attention to the ratio of the real HRV and the sampling error 

proportional to the sampling interval. 

When choosing the optimal sampling frequency in low-

power wearable or mobile instrumentation, the probands’ 

expected mean pulse rate and heart rate variability, the 

sensitivity of the actually measured parameters, the 

application of some interpolation technique, and the pulse 

rate detection method (curve fitting or single point based) all 

should be taken into account. Based on the conclusions of 

present investigation, further studies are encouraged on real 

PPGs. 
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